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FFWPU Cambodia in partnership with IAYSP Cambodia successfully conducted the Outside Sunday 

Service and Cleaning Project with the purpose of "Understanding the creation at Sihanoukville and family 

bonding" The program, which was held from September 30 to October 1, 2023, from Sihanoukville, 

Cambodia, brought together FFWPU Cambodia blessed family, 2nd generations and IAYSP Cambodia 

members. 

 

It was a wonderful afternoon when we arrived at Sihanoukville and we proceeded quickly for our 

cleaning project beside the ocean all the FFWPU Cambodia blessed family, 2nd generations, and IAYSP 

Cambodia members happily and full of excitement to do the cleaning project together. It was the first time 

again to have bonded together outside the capital city and went to the province. After we finished the 

cleaning project all enjoyed ourselves and happily went to the ocean, swam, and enjoyed ourselves 

together, everyone really missed to go ocean, swimming, and feeling the beautiful creation. 

 

On the 2nd day, which is October 2, we did an outside Sunday service near the ocean centering to our 

national leader Rev. Chamroeun Sophal and he emphasized how much our beloved True Parents really 

love the ocean, love fishing, and important to appreciate the creation. After the Sunday message, all 

blessed family and members share their determination and heart about how much they are grateful to have 

this outside Sunday service together and if we unite centering on our beloved True Parents nothing is 

impossible, and we can do everything. 

 

Everyone was happy and we had our lunch together as one big family. After lunch, we enjoyed swimming 

again and continued sharing with one another. All of us are really grateful, happy, and determined again 

to make our beloved Heavenly Parents and True Parents happy and proud by witnessing and doing our 

best in different responsibilities in our lives. 


